Dear Dr. Jennifer Geraldine Doss,

The APJCP editorial board is glad to inform you that the manuscript titled “Health-Seeking Behaviour and Delayed Presentation of Oral Cancer Patients in a Developing Country: a Qualitative Study based on the Self-Regulatory Model” has been accepted for publication in the Asian Pacific Journal of Cancer Prevention. The Manuscript will be published in our upcoming issue with the following authorship information:

**Corresponding author:** Jennifer Geraldine Doss  
**First Author:** Nurizyani Azhar  
**Listed Co-Authors:** Nurizyani Azhar, Jennifer Geraldine Doss

Our production team will soon send you the manuscript’s galley proof for your final evaluation.

Thank you for your interest in publishing in APJCP.

SA Mosavi Jarrahi, MSPH, Ph.D.  
Editor-in-chief  
Asian Pacific Journal of Cancer Prevention

**APJCP Scientific rank’s among all cancer related journals in Asia for 2015 (Based on Scimago Journal ranking):**

- Total Citation: Ranks **First** with 9417 citations
- H-Index: Ranks **Second** with H-index of 47
- SJR (SCImago Journal Rank): Ranks **Seventh** with SJR of 0.813

Contact Asian Pacific Journal of Cancer Prevention (APJCP) at: URL: Journal.waocp.org / E-mail: journal@waocp.org / Telegram: https://telegram.me/apjcp